FUEL FOR
THOUGHT
BY LANDSPEED LOUISE

“I strongly believe Higbee
merits a mountain simply
for his half-century of
selfless duty to Bonneville;
he has been on the salt
since the hot rodders
arrived in 1949…”

Have Mountains; Want Stamps
Attention in the Pits, starting line
and return roads! This marks the start of
a campaign to name a mountain after the
late SCTA/BNI Chief Starter and stellar
50-year Bonneville volunteer Bob Higbee. I discovered the US Geological
Survey will, if convinced, name a geologic
feature after a person who has a significant connection to the feature or the
surrounding area. I’m betting that a halfcentury qualifies Mr. Higbee for a
mountain, or at least some hills.
There are already seven mountains
named after land speed racers. Looking at
the Silver Island Mountains that hug the
Northwest side of the Bonneville Salt
Flats Speedway, from Interstate 80 to
Floating Island are:
Rishel Peak, 6,212 feet, is named for
William D. Rishel who first crossed the
salt on a bicycle and was later instrumental in the development of the Victory
Highway.
Tetzlaff Peak, 6,267 feet, is named
for the “Terrible” Teddy who ran at world
record speeds driving the Blitzen Benz in
1914 besting Barney Oldfield’s world
record time, but a political battle of wills
flipped the recognition in the trash barrel.
Across Silver Island Pass, that wide
open area where winds often whistle
through to send cars spinning, is Lamus
Peak, 5,902 feet, named for Wendover
native Blair Lamus, responsible for pro-

viding the site and facilities making
racing possible in the early days and making the salt section of Victory highway
possible.
Jenkins Peak, 7,268 feet, honors the
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incomparable Ab Jenkins who was the
salt’s one-man PR machine credited with
personally bringing world record setting
cars to the saline wilderness.
Campbell Peak, 7,272 feet, is for
Britain’s Malcolm Campbell who established the first FIA World Land Speed
Record in 1935 at 301MPH that kicked
off a 70-year old love affair with salty
speed attempts. Thank Ab Jenkins.
Graham Peak, 7,563 feet, is dedicated to Utahan Athol Graham who lost his
life racing on the salt in the 1960.
Cobb Peak, 7,021 feet, honors England’s John Cobb who set many records
on the salt but his 394MPH in 1947 was
a spectacular show of speed and courage
that held fast to the “World’s Fastest” title
for 16 years.
I strongly believe Higbee merits a
mountain simply for his half-century of
selfless duty to Bonneville; he has been
on the salt since the hot rodders arrived
in 1949, first working with Chief Timer
Otto Crocker, then starter and eventually
Chief Starter. Understand that he was up
and standing ready at sunrise remaining
at his post until the last vehicle was
cleared to run at sunset. Higbee was the
racers guardian angel who had a special
way of telling each of them “good luck”
and it always involved a final safety belt
“tug” before they headed down the
course.
Higbee family vacations were always
taken to coincide with Speedweek and all
the kids were volunteered into service.
For decades you’d see his name on SCTA
and Bonneville Nationals, Inc. Board of
Directors roster.
Bob also handled course preparation.
I was once fortunate to ride along with
him for a few hours - at 12 miles per - as
we slowly, carefully, drug a weighted contraption behind the big box rental truck
to smooth the surface for the speed
machines to come. Up and down we
drove, seven miles each way.
During Speedweek, after 12 hours of
starting lines duties, after dinner, he
would come back out and grade by
moonlight, or headlights if the course had
gotten rough. When racers had already
arrived home Higbee would just be leaving the salt, having stayed to properly
clean up. Emphasis on properly.
There is a specific process to get
Bob a mountain and it is administered by
the U.S. Geological Survey’s Geographic
Names Information System (GNIS). One
of requirements is that the intended person must be deceased five years. Bob died
in 2003.
The person must also have had a

direct and long-term association with the
mountain or have made a significant contribution to the area. Could anyone argue
Mr. Higbee doesn’t qualify?
Before the USGS Domestic Names
Committee will do anything, the proposal
process starts with the Utah Committee
on Geographic Names. Proposals must
include a full explanation of the name, a
description and location of the feature
with maps and/or photos, and documentation of local support.
That’s where my faithful readers are
called to action. If you are one of the
thousands of people whom Bob cleared
for a speed deed, then here is a way to
repay the guy big time. Write a brief letter directed to the Utah Committee,
explaining what he did for you and the
sport. Confine your comments to ONLY
the salt.
Did he catch a problem that prevented an accident, or mangled parts?
Did he help you calm down to focus on
your speed run? Are the endless, thankless hours of smoothing the racecourse
and cleaning up afterwards worth mentioning?
Doubtless there were plenty of other
things I know nothing about and must
rely on racer recall. Let’s not just make a
good case for Bob’s mountain, let’s serve
up an avalanche of supporting documentation so that the Utah Committee
fast-tracks its recommendation to have
the mountain named by 2014 when land
speed racing celebrates a century of speed
on the salt.
Send your letters to: Goodguys
Gazette, PO Box 9132, Pleasanton, CA
94566 Attn: Kirk Jones. Editor Kirk Jones
will collect them and I’ll assemble all the
letters into an organized proposal togethContinued on Page 204

from 1896 to 1997. For more details on
her fast self go to: www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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er with the other required documentation
to be submitted to the Utah Committee
no later than Memorial Day, 2013.
Another wild idea I have is convincing the US Postal Service that America
needs
land speed racing stamps. Its website
says stamps are to “portray the American
experience to a world audience.”
Many of the subjects chosen to
appear on U.S. stamps and postal stationery are suggested by the public and
vetted through the Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee (CSAC) that selects
subjects of broad national interest are
interesting and educational.
Approximately 20 new subjects for
commemorative stamps are recommended each year. The stamp subjects need to
stand the test of time, are consistent with
public opinion and have broad national
interest.
Once again, I believe the amateur
sport of land speed racing fills the bill.
We must have patience though; the process can take up to three years. The
Postal Service, not the CSAC, has the
exclusive and final authority to determine
both subject matter and designs.
What do YOU say? I have my favorite ideas: Al Teague, Art Arfons, Tricia
Kisner, Rocky Robinson and at least one
roadster, belly tank lakester and a streamliner. What about yours? Send your
thoughts to tech@landspeedproductions.
biz and I’ll sort through the contributions
to prepare a combined package for CSAC
review.
I figure it this way - If Indy got a
stamp, Bonneville ought to be snap, our
racers are 200 miles per hour faster than
any of those circle-trackers!
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann
Noeth is the authoress of the critically
acclaimed, “Bonneville: The Fastest Place
on Earth,” a complete historical review

